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I.

Definitions

1. Administrator – 3S FINANCIAL GROUP Sp z o.o., plac Orląt Lwowskich 20D, 53-605 Wrocław, NIP
8971835846, REGON 366639069.

2. Cookies – are small IT data saved in files and stored on the User's device used to access the Website of
the Publisher.

3. Device - an electronic device through which the User gains access to the Administrator's website.

4. User - means an entity on whose account electronic services may be provided in accordance with the
Terms and Conditions and legal regulations or with which an Agreement for the provision of electronic
services may be concluded.

II. USE OF COOKIES
1. The administrator uses cookies through the website.
2. The information collected on the basis of cookies are used for the purposes of proper optimization of the
website, as well as for statistical and advertising purposes.
3. Cookies store the activity of the Website User recognizing the device, thanks to which the website is
displayed in a way optimized to the individual preferences of the User.
4. The solutions used on the website are safe for devices Users using the Administrator's website. It is not
possible for dangerous or malicious software to enter Users' devices.
5. The administrator uses two types of Cookies:

a) Session Cookies - contain information that is stored in a temporary memory location of the User's
device and then subsequently deleted after the session is completed or the web browser is closed.
This cookie stores information that the user has inputted and tracks the movements of the user within
the website. Stored information is then permanently deleted from the device's memory. The
mechanism does not allow session Cookies to download any personal data or any confidential
information from the User's device.

b) Permanent Cookies are stored on the User's hard drive in their device until the user deletes them.
They remain stored though the browses is closed or the devive is turned off. The mechanism does not
allow permanent cookies to download any personal data or any confidential information from the User's
device.

III. WAYS TO DETERMINE THE CONDITIONS OF STORAGE OR ACCESS COOKIES

1. 1. The User has the option of limiting or disabling Cookies' access to their device. If you use this option,
you will be able to use the Website, except for functions that by their nature require Cookies.
2. The User may independently and at any time change the settings for Cookies, specifying the conditions
for their storage and access by Cookies to the User's device. Changes to the settings referred to above
can be made by the User through the web browser settings or by using the service configuration. These
settings can be changed in particular in such a way as to block the automatic handling of cookies in the
web browser's settings or to inform about each time cookies are placed on the device. Detailed information
about the possibilities and ways of handling Cookies are available in the software (web browser) settings.
3. The User may independently change the settings for Cookies at any time, specifying the conditions for
their storage, through the settings of the web browser or by configuring the service in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions, but this may cause unavailability of part or all of the Website's functions.

4. The service provider uses cookies, among other things, in order to authenticate the User on the Website,
maintain sessions, adjust the content of the pages to the User's preferences and create (anonymous)
statistics that optimize the usability of the Website, through analytical tools such as Google Analytics,
analysis and audience research, as well as the provision of advertising services.

5. Restricting/limiting the use of cookies may affect some of the functionalities available on the Administrator's
website.

